What people are saying about Focus on Fabulous Magazine:


Every woman needs to read this magazine of empowerment!



Beauty and brains Focus on Fabulous has it all. A magazine by women for women you will not be
disappointed!



Focus on Fabulous Magazine gives great value for the money. It's informative and empowering
especially to women. The photography and content is quality. I truly enjoyed reading every
page. It truly is Fabulous!



Focus on Fabulous is definitely an inspiring magazine. As I turned each page I was amazed of the
great articles and really what the magazine stands for! I love it and think woman all over should
take a look into something wonderful..Focus on Fabulous Magazine! Thank you for creating this
master piece and all the hard work it takes!



I can't believe my eyes. This is all about women ranging in ages and lifestyles. The articles are so
interesting I couldn't put it down until I read every page.



FoF Magazine is a magazine for women written by women. It has inspiring articles and beautiful
photography to lift women up and inspire them to be all that they can be.



I loved reading FoF. The articles are creative and serious at the same time; making it hard for me
to put down.



Well written and inspiring with incredible photography! The women featured are AMAZING
human beings making a difference in this world. You will enjoy reading about them and want to
BE them, not the least of them is Michelle Griffin herself. Well worth the reading time and
subscription.



Fof magazine helps to stimulate women to think positive and not negative about themselves..it's
a powerful magazine full of informative true articles by the women who had the experiences..In
the magazine are beautiful photographs and artwork. Wonderful read and looking forward to
the next magazine.



It's fabulous. The magazine has so many intelligent and inspiring women.



It's an awesome magazine that promotes women and our everongoing issues!



Fantastic, inspirational. Made be feel better about myself and how far I've actually come. Felt
great to be a part of the magazine and see all the other stories. .just one word comes to mind
inspiration.



It's inspiring & uplifting!



I was blessed to have been featured with my business. I look forward to an ongoing positive
partnership.



Wonderful that you Michelle, have brought women together from all walks of life, different
experiences, talents, together to showcase them I this beautiful & artistic publication.



This world is full of so many beautiful amazing women in every size, shape and color. And our
little slice of heaven here just happens to have the best of the best. I'm so proud of this
magazine and the mission to highlight awesome women making a difference in this world.



I absolutely love Focus on Fabulous. The magazine is perfectly focused on women. Each of us
have a different story and at the end of the day we have a lot in common! Thank you for
creating such a piece of art with each print.



FoF is the bomb-diggity-zam so Michelle, rock on-boss chic and continue sharing the heart
beating-breathtaking-tear-jerking moments of FOF!



I was so proud to be featured in your magazine. It has been such a topic of interest at the
restaurant. Thank you for spending so much time with me and allowing others to know me, my
passion and my restaurant.



Inspired to share of myself to be a shining light to others as they take the next step on their
journey of self-discovery. Thank you for the opportunity!



Focus on Fabulous is capturing Beauty in ladies with a Fabulous result. As the author is really
focused on everyone she interviews and shares. She is the Fabulous one!

